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LIST OF VOLUNTEERS: 

FINAL YEARS: 

 Anusha 

 Periyasamy 

 Sasi 

 Nandakumar 

 Tamil azhagu 

 Manimoorthy 

 Arularasi 

 Balaji 

THIRD YEARS: 

 Muneeshwaran 

 Prathap 

 Aruna 

 Nivetha – ece 

 Supriya 

 jawahar 

 Arun Krishna 

 Karthick kannan 

 Vidhya 

 Sowmiya 

 Sheela 

 priyanka 

 Deva 

 Arivuazhagan 

 Madhubala 

 Nivetha – e and i 

 Suresh 

 Prakash 
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 Vatura praveena 

 Muthuselvi 

 Nandhini 

 Prabhu 

 Dhinesh 

SECOND YEARS: 

 Swathi 

 Lakshmi 

 Lenapriyadharshini 

 Pavithra 

 Salooja 

 Priyadharshini – e and i 

 Ashwin ramani 

 Jawahar 

 Vasanth 

 Arun 

 Parthasarathi 

 Rahul dravid 

 Vinoth 

 Saravanan 

 

PRE – CAMP SESSION: ( 26.06.2016 ) 

  Before  we  go to the camp spot, we started our service from our 

college, corresponding to the saying, ”BEGIN FROM THE HOME”. 

We cleaned our MIT campus, collected the garbage separately and 

Plastics separately. Those plastics are been used for recycling  

purpose. And the garbage is being sent for the waste disposal purpose.  
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 We separated into 5 teams namely, “PRITHVI , NIRBHAY, 

BHRAMOS, TRISHUL & AGNI”. 

 The next day morning, we started our journey to the camp spot 

“AANOOR” village, in Chengalpattu district.  

  The span of days spend in camp spot is 5 days, from 27.06.2016 

to 02.07.2016. 

 

 

CAMP SCHEDULE: 

Team 
Name: 

PRITHVI NIRBHAY BHRAMOS TRISHUL AGNI 

Monday 
morning 

Catering - - - - 

Afternoon Catering Fire demo Fire demo Fire demo Fire demo 
Tuesday 
morning 

Temple 
visit 

Catering School 
teaching 

Medical 
camp 

Field work 

Afternoon Wall 
painting 

Catering Temple 
visit 

Info 
passing 

Info 
passing 

Wednesday 
morning  

Field work Info 
passing 

Catering Temple 
visit 

School 
teaching 

Afternoon Satta 
panchayat 

Satta 
panchayat 

catering Satta 
panchayat 

Satta 
panchayat 

Thursday 
morning 

Info 
passing 

Wall 
painting 

Field work Catering Organic 
farming 

Afternoon School 
teaching 

Temple 
visit 

Info passing Catering Temple 
visit 

Friday 
morning 

First aid Field work Wall 
painting 

School 
teaching 

Catering 

Afternoon valediction valediction valediction valediction Catering 
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Day one: ( 27.06.2016 ) 

 The mega event of day one is fire demo. 

FIRE DEMO: 

In this demo ,we learned more about the precautions and 

immediate measures to be taken when fire accident is broken out.  

Four members came from the chengalpattu fire station for this 

demonstration. They created awareness about the fire accidents for us  

and also for the school students and the locality people. They also 

thought five different methods of fire rescue and also the modes to put  

off the fire.They also made us fearless about the fire accident. 

 

 

 

Day two: ( 28.06.2016 ) 

 The mega event of day two is medical camp. 
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MEDICAL CAMP: 

The medical camp is another major event that takes place every  

year during YRC camp. This year the camp was organized well by the  

senior volunteers. They had requested for doctors from Chettinad 

Hospital which is located in Kelambakkam. The first year volunteers 

Once again went around the village. They sat and spoke with every  

villager and told them the importance of doing a health checkup once  

in a while.They also told them about the checkups done during  

medical camp and some of them convinced the villagers and brought 

 them directly to the school. About eight doctors from Chettinad 

Hospital conducted the medical camp. Around 100 villagers from  

Aanoor, P.V.Kalathur,Vallipuram,attended the camp. The camp  

served as a strong medium for interaction between the students and 

the villagers. The students became one of their family members and  

heard their problems and woes. 
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The villagers got their basic health parameters such as blood  

pressure, eye sight etc. checked during the camp. The student  

volunteers also aided the medical representatives by making a note of  

the patient’s name and their suffering. Thus, medical camp gave  

ultimate satisfaction to everyone in the village. 

Day three: ( 28.06.2016 ) 

 The mega event of day three is satta panchayat. 

SATTA PANCHAYAT: 
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Day four: ( 29.06.2016 ) 

 The mega event of day four is organic farming. 

ORGANIC FARMING:  
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Day five: 

 The mega event of day five is first – aid camp. 

FIRST – AID CAMP: 

 

 

CATERING: 

One of the major aspects of Youth Red Cross is to serve others.  

Each team was allotted a particular day for catering. The students  

were highly enthusiastic and woke up as early as 3:00 am, to prepare  

themselves for that day’s catering tasks. They aided the cooks in  

cutting vegetables and serving. Some teams were generous enough to  

do the tasks for the next day too. They also served a special dish for  

lunch which ranged from a variety of sweets to savories. They also  

gave a special drink in the evening. 
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 Each of the catering team performed its task efficiently and  

responded to the queries of volunteers. They were also kind enough to  

give drinking water for students who returned after long day doing 

rallies and surveys. Each day’s success was decided by the catering  

team’s efficiency. They also washed all the soiled vessels and  

maintained the count to deliver to the next day’s team properly. 
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For most of the students it was their first time. But, without any  

hesitation they carried pots, cleaned huge vessels, swept rooms,  

served when demanded and stood for long hours without showing  

even a little bit of tiredness on their faces. 

 

TEMPLE VISIT: 

As a change from the rigorous schedule of surveys, school 

teaching and catering, each team was allotted a day for a visit to a  

temple. Located approximately five kilometres from the camp site,  

The temple at vallipuram is a pristine and serene place of worship  

situated amidst picturesque green fields.After days of rigorous work,  

the volunteers indeed felt refreshed and peaceful after the temple visit.  
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The walk to the temple was long but the team members and  

coordinators found innovative ways to ward away the fatigue and  

remain cheerful.For many of the volunteers, walking through the  

fields was in itself a new experience and the unpolluted village air and  

fresh water from motor pumps refreshed them. The temple itself was  

very well maintained and and the variety of 'prasadam' given enthused  

all the volunteers. The temple also had artistic arrangements of statues  

of gods. The temple visit was an enjoyable and memorable activity  

for all the volunteers. 
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WALL PAINTING: 

We also done many paintings in the walls of the school that 
includes 

 Abdul kalam 
 Gandhiji 
 Fruits and vegetables 
 Tamil poems and thirukurals 
 Related to science 
 India and Tamilnadu maps 

 

We also renovated the black boards in all the class rooms . 
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SCHOOL TEACHING: 

As the students stayed in the Aanoor Primary School, the  

volunteers got the golden opportunity to teach the students every day.  

The primary school provided education from grade 1 to grade 8. So,  

each team was divided into three groups. First group taught for  

students from grade 1 to grade 3.Second time for grade 4 and grade 5.  

And third team for grade 6, 7 and 8. The students were extremely  

friendly and welcomed the volunteers without treating them like  

strangers. Soon they found several brothers and sisters. Some of the  

students were extremely sharp and grasped quickly while some  

needed more attention. The volunteers taught them basic Math and  

English. The students expressed an intense desire to learn. 

To prevent them from losing interest the volunteers conducted games  

and narrated stories in between and kept them attentive. Every day,  

the students were taught till their lunch hour. Some students  

developed a strong bond with the volunteers by sharing their life  

stories and their interests. 
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 The most alarming encounter was when the volunteers realized  

that the school library had been indefinitely closed and most of the  

students were not aware of what a library meant or even its Tamil  

equivalent“Noolagam”. This made them unable to read beyond their 

textbooks.The camp was a huge success and the villagers were 

extremely grateful.. 

SCHOOL GAMES: 

The bond between the students and the volunteers had grown  

close when they conducted several competing games for the school  

kids. The contests to be conducted had been planned earlier. Each  

team was asked to host two competitions for all the students.The  

teams had a very good understanding by sending the students from  
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one contest to another after it was completed. The kids were  

extremely happy to participate.They were talented and got an  

opportunity to show their skills. 

About sixteen competitons were conducted which include 

• Water filling in bottles 

• Rhymes 

• Speech 

• Musical chair 

• Tamil Composition writing 

• Running race 

• Lemon and spoon 

• Drawing 

• Tamil oratorical,etc 

The volunteers were astounded by the students' energy and their  

performances and found it difficult to evaluate them. The prizes for  

these competitions had been bought beforehand. The competitions  

took place till the afternoon. It served as a platform for the kids to find 

out what they were good at. 
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INFORMATION PASSING: 

One of the most memorable events of camp is information  

passing. When allotted this duty, the students felt that it wo uld be  

tiresome and boring. It also involved walking to villages far away  

from the place where they resided. But, information passing is  

something that everyone loved after doing it once. Before medical  

camp, two to three teams were sent to the villages mentioned earlier  

to inform the people about this camp and how advantageous they  

would be. The students went to every door stop and interacted with 

the villagers. 
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The students understood the goodness of villagers when every 

one of them offered something to eat and pitied the volunteers for  

travelling long distances. They offered fruits, ground nuts, water and  

what not. The students found this highly encouraging and hence  

spread the message faster and more effectively. About four to five 

villages were completely covered and the information reached the  

masses in right time. The volunteers understood the absence of  

technology brings people closer too. 

 

FIELD WORK: 

To keep our surroundings clean, it takes a lot of social  

responsibility. The students proved that they have social responsiblity,  

by getting into the field as soon as it was assigned. The team was split  

into two. The volunteers collected the tools such as pluck axe, waste 

baskets, broomsticks from senior volunteers. 
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Each team expressed its concern and interest in the environment by  

planning to improve the school campus.The vast space infront the  

school and samuthayakoodam which was used by several students  

consisted of plants with thorns and garbage. The students,in spite of  

getting hurt, removed all the plants and made the place suitable for  

walking.Inside the school the ground and the building surroundings  

were cleaned. 

 

CULTURALS: 

One of the most entertaining parts of YRC camp was cultural  

events. The students were responsible and utilized their free time  

alone for practice. This served as a platform for the students to exhibit  

their talents. It was the first time for most of the students. They also  

used this opportunity to spread messages among the masses. 

Whichever team had the task of catering was also responsible for that  

day’s cultural programmes. After serving breakfast and lunch the  
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students came up with wonderful ideas and prepared skits, dance and  

music programmes. 

All the expressed their social concern by doing skits of which  

the mime by prithivi team won everyone’s hearts.They made MIT  

Youth Red Cross proud by showing various activities done by it  

which includes reading for visually challenged, blood donation, social  

campaigns and much more. The villagers and kids also warmed the 

occasion by their presence which was an encouragement for our  

volunteers. The best cultural performance was suitably rewarded. 
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YOGA: 

Yoga ,a very intresting session in the camp. It made all of us in  

the camp to relax our mind . Many school children also came there  

and participated in this session .It was done around for one hour. 

DEAN VISIT: 

Honourable dean, MIT, Dr.Rajadurai made a visit to the YRC  

camp.He received feedback from the students.He also addressed the  

gathering and gave a motivational speech about what the youth should  

do. The students were happy about his presence and felt motivated. 

 

VALEDICTARORY: 

The village administrators as well as the programme officers  

were present for the valedictory function which happened on the  

evening of 1st July 2016. The Programme officers addressed the  

gathering. They honoured the the village officers with a momento. 

The students of YRC had volunteered to give funds for the school.  
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Each team made a significant contribution and this is used to buy the  

need and necessary of the school children.The senior volunteers  

bought saplings, books, chairs, stationeries, buckets, fans, tube lights, 

dustbins and other essentials for the school. The Programme officers  

presented these to the school headmistress. 

 

 We also requested the authority to provide proper benches for  

the school children and also for the proper bus service. 

 The school head mistress was extremely happy about receiving  

the contributions of YRC. She also appreciated the volunteers for  

their dedication, sincerity and their service to the school. The  

dignitaries also awarded the kids who had won the competitions  

conducted by the YRC volunteers. The kids were delighted to have  
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been acknowledged. Later, the senior volunteers awarded the teams  

for catering, school teaching, culturals, team interaction, public  

interaction, field work and survey. The best representatives and  

volunteers were also awarded. This encouraged the volunteers to  

involve more in YRC activities. The volunteers gave their feedback  

about the camp and made suggestions to make the camp even 

better. 

 

CAMP  FIRE: 
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THE  FINAL  DAY: ( 02.07.2016 ) 

Though the volunteers were reluctant to make to the camp in the  

first place, when it came to the last day, everyone became so much  

attached to the village that,they could barely think of leaving it. A 

week had transformed their lives. More than the village, the students  

felt a change in them. Every one of them realized what is trivial and  

what is significant in one’s life. The students felt heavy at heart and  

their eyes were laden with tears. As they moved further away from  

Aanoor,everyone felt a profound sense of loss because so many 

of them felt like they were leaving a part of their heart back there. 

As per the schedule the catering team served breakfast for the  

volunteers. The students cleaned their rooms and packed their bags to  

leave. Every team was its best on the last day. The senior volunteers  

spoke with the juniors about the camp and shared their thoughts. The 

camp was a huge success and everyone felt content at heart. The  

students realized the joy of serving others. 

The volunteers checked whether everything that was brought  

from college were being taken back. The buses started from Aanoor at  

around 10:30 am. They arrived at MIT campus at around 1 noon. The 

senior volunteers took attendance. 

Good things come in small packages and so did our camp.It  

lasted only for a week. But the memories and the intention to serve  

will never die. Health, service and friendship shall be the motto  

forever. 


